reviewer says, " The woodcuts which appeared in the Palaeontology (i.e., my 1 Manual of Palaeontology '), supplemented by several new figures, are used in the illustration of the work before us;" and, again, " The work, it should be mentioned, is copiously illustrated ; the illustrations derived from D'Orbigny's 1 Cours Elementaire de Paleontologie,' used, as already mentioned, in the author's former treatise, being again employed in the present instance." Now, I would not presume to say how the reviewer may understand the word "several" but I think outsiders may easily form their own opinion as to the honesty and fairness of the above statements, when I simply say that this word is employed to cover over one hundred engravings, embracing two hundred and ninety-five figures, none of which were used in my " Manual of Palaeontology," and all of which, with the exception of two, or perhaps three, Avere either engraved especially for the present work, or were taken from original palaeontological memoirs of my own ; whilst the second statement does not recognise the existence of any fresh illustrations at all.
In the second place, to the statement that the present work is merely a " rccliauffee " of my " Manual of Palaeontology," having neither time nor inclination to enter into details, I must simply oppose my total and explicit denial. The section entitled u Historical Palaeontology" in my " Manual" has been incorporated in the present work (with many enlargements and modifications), simply upon the ground that it is to be omitted from the new edition of the former work, now in preparation. Chapter V., and the few other scattered passages alluded to by your critic, together with some other short passages not mentioned by him, have also been taken from my " Manual," because the two works treat of the same subject, the one technically, and the other elementarily; and these particular passages required no alteration to suit them for the less technical work. I repeat, however, that in no sense whatever is my present work a mere repetition of my former and larger one, or even an abridgement of it; but it is, on the contrary, to all intents and purposes, an entirely new production. The final decision of this question I cheerfully leave in the hands of the public and of all impartial critics.
The singularly few scientific strictures of your reviewer, for reasons which every palaeontologist will understand, require no answer from me. I would just remark, however, that his demurrer to my " unqualified assertion," contained " in the last sentence " of my work, that " to Palaeontology alone we must look for the solution of the problem dealing with the origin of living beings " (the italics are mine), is, to say the least of it, somewhat premature, seeing that no such assertion?nor anything that human ingenuity could twist into such an assertion?occurs in the last sentence of my work, or anywhere else throughout its pages.?Yours, etc., 11. Alleyne Nicholson. opinion may be regarding the epithet which should be applied to the illustration of a work in which the proportion of old to new cuts is as 164 to 106; but I am inclined to believe that my remarks concerning the use of old material in this respect Avill be fully justified in the minds of all reasonable readers. Professor Nicholson is singularly unfortunate in his statements regarding the adaptation of matter from his " Palaeontology." He actually concedes, and in the most effective manner illustrates against his own case, the point at issue. In the one breath he maintains that the present work is " to all intents and purposes an entirely new production." In the next we are informed that a whole section from the "Palaeontology" has been " incorporated " in the avowedly " new production,"?along with, we may add, numerous other passages from the latter work, a very few of which were indicated in the review. After the author's own and direct admission of the manner in which the "Palaeontology" has served a second turn in the compilation of the present volume, nothing further need be said on this point, save to remark, that in fairness to the public to whom he appeals, Dr Nicholson should have been as explicit in stating his indebtedness to his " Palaeontology " in the pages of the work now under review, as he is in the above communication. The case may, in fact, to quote the author's own words, be safely left " in the hands of the public and of all impartial critics." The last point to which reference is made by Dr Nicholson concerns my remark that he has made an unqualified assertion in the last sentence of his work, where, in speaking of the nature, extent, laws, etc., of evolution (this term, apart from quibbling, indicating a theory of the origin of new species), he says?" In the successful solution of this problem?
if soluble with the materials available to our hands?will lie the greatest triumph that Palaeontology can hope to attain," etc. This, to my mind, is a bare " assertion; " and it is further " unqualified" by a single statement to show that the author believes in or hopes for any other than a palaeontological solution of the evolutionary problem. How my demurrer can be termed " premature," or why Dr Nicholson fails to understand the meaning of what he himself writes, requires, I frankly admit, a larger share of " human ingenuity " than I possess. The present is not the first occasion on which Dr Nicholson has thought fit to criticise his critics. I freely admit the right of every author to reply to any statements of a reviewer through which he may reasonably feel aggrieved. But the reviewer has, at the same time, a right to expect sound argument and not mere cavilling. On the next occasion on which Dr Nicholson thinks fit to reply to a reviewer in the terms used in his letter, I trust he will succeed in justifying his use of the words " honesty," " fairness," etc., so prominently displayed in his present communication, as fully as he has succeeded in being both querulous and self-contradictory.?The Reviewer.] 
